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The Western Carolina Amateur Radio Society, Inc
Meeting for January is on the 3rd
W. Asheville Library
7:30 PM

President’s Microphone
This year is over and I have said my peace see
you all at the Christmas party.

INCLEMENT WEATHER NOTE
Thanks
Club meetings are subject to the
following:

Scott

Should Buncombe County offices close
due to inclement weather, the library will
close. If that happens, our meeting will be
canceled.

December Meeting
In lieu of a meeting in December the Christmas
party will be held on December 8th, 6 PM at the
Hominy Masonic Lodge.

Meeting Minutes for November 15, 2012

Bring 2 dishes containing food, turkey, ham,
gravy and dressing will be provided by the club.

The general meeting of WCARS was called to
order at 1932 hrs by Scott McCabe W4IYS. (A
sign up sheet was passed around to record
attendance.)

See last page for a map and directions.

He asked everyone to join in the Pledge of
Allegiance.

BC-ARES
from Carl Smith, N4AA

He then asked everyone to introduce themselves
giving their name, call sign (if any), and QTH.

I am pleased to say that the Packet network for
Buncombe County is progressing very nicely.
Perhaps by the time you read this we will have a
Packet “repeater” on Spivey on 145.710.

He asked the Club Treasurer, Steve N4SET to
present the Treasurer's Report for the period of
October 11-November 14. The report was
received with thanks by the group.
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Meeting Minutes for October 11, 2012

BC-ARES

Carl N4AA reported on Field Day 2012 results
printed in QST showing W4MOE/WCARS
ranked 16 out of 86 entries in the nation. He
thanked everyone for their support for this event.

This will allow virtually anyone in Buncombe
County to “connect” to anyone else as well as
connecting to what we call an RMS Node
(N4AA-10). This RMS Node is at the N4AA
QTH in Leicester. We will have a program on
Packet in the very near future to help you
understand more of what this Packet network is
capable of.

Harry KC4EZN reported on the JOTA event as
making a total of 23 QSO's/3 foreign countries
with the Boy Scouts. Harry thanked everyone
who participated/supported the event.

I want to thank Ken Smith, KE4VMB for
providing the radios and TNCs which will
make it possible for us to have this system. I
also must thank Dick Burns for putting all the
“hardware” together and installing it on
Spivey. I also must thank WCARS for
providing financial support to enable BCARES to put the equipment/antennas on the
mountain.

A motion was made, seconded, and voted to
accept the slate of officers for 2013: President:
Scott McCabe W4IYS, Vice-President: Norman
Harrill N4NH, Secretary: Bob Dockery
WD4CNZ, Treasurer: Steve Emory N4SET,
Executive Committee: Randy Harris KI4VLW
& Dean Blair K2JB & Linda Harris KJ4CRL,
Trustee: Norman Harrill N4NH, Quartermaster:
Lee Johnson KB4QDQ, Hamfest Chair: Jeff
Weller KJ4TEI, Smoke Test Editor: Paul Tilley
KK4BRD.

To give you a basic idea of what it can do, in
the event of a loss of internet service to your
particular area (like Haw Creek for example),
you could use the VHF Winlink packet network to send and receive email, just like you
would be able to do if your internet was working. This is based on the assumption that
internet service would still be available in areas
outside your own. There are other options too
and those will be discussed during the
presentation at a future club meeting.

Norman N4NH reported a request that future
programs be presented at the first of the meeting
before the business portion. This action would
allow presenters to save time. Everyone agreed
to follow this plan.
Norman is going to meet with the folks at AB
Tech to see about the possibility of having future
WCARS meetings back on the AB Tech
Campus. WCARS supports AB Tech with
donation.

I am pleased to say that a group from BCARES met with Mission Hospital personnel on
November 9th where we discussed what we
could do for them in the event of a
communication failure within their facility.
Some testing was done which only proved
there is more work to be done to determine
how to “penetrate” the steel and concrete of
those buildings. In addition to those
discussions and tests, we are working to
establish a Packet Winlink system at the
hospital which will allow them to
communicate by email in the event they lost
their external internet service.

Work is being done to improve Packet facilities
for the area. Everyone is asked to watch for
announcements of developments.
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Meeting Minutes for October 11, 2012
A new discussion (from a tabled question) about
obtaining equipment insurance for the Club
including needs, costs, and a clarification if
coverage can be made for "off site" (i.e.: on
mountain top) for repeater/etc. equipment. Any
motions were tabled to allow time to obtain
answers/information.
The annual Christmas Party is set for December 8
with "breaking bread" to start at 1800 hrs.
Directions to the site is in SMOKETEST.
Everyone is asked to bring two dishes (with food)
to share.
Norman N4NH reported that the on-going code
class is doing well and that he appreciated the gift
card for his work with the class.

BC-ARES
Other links using packet are under
consideration for the Buncombe County EOC
and the Red Cross on Edgewood Road. We
now work closely with the EOC and will be
working more with the Red Cross as this
packet activity progresses.
All in all, it has been an interesting year for
BC-ARES and I’m pleased to have been a
part of it. We have more work to do and we
welcome more participation by WCARS
members. If you are interested in being a part
of BC-ARES, contact me by email at
carl_n4aa@charter.net Or call on the phone
during the day at 828-683-0709 or after 5 and
on weekends at 828-683-4251.
73,
Carl Smith, N4AA
ARES - Emergency Coordinator

Mark your calendar:
December 8: Christmas Party (in lieu of regular
meeting)
January 3: Next general WCARS meeting at the
West Asheville Library room.
February 14: General meeting, West Asheville
Library room.
March 7: General meeting, West Asheville
Library room.
Steve N4SET reported that the Club is OK with
the IRS in regards to filing a late tax report and
the record with the IRS is clear.
There being no further business, a motion was
made to adjourn/voted with refreshments and
fellowship following.
Submitted by Bob Dockery WD4CNZ
WCARS Secretary
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BC-ARES Meeting
There will be a meeting for BC-ARES at the
EOC Thursday, November 29th at 7 PM.
All members are encouraged to attend this
meeting.

QST Magazine Giveaway
Randy—KI4VLW has about 2 dozen old issues of QST Magazine from the ARRL to give
away; if you are interested in them contact Randy via e-mail at: ki4vlw@arrl.net

Field Day Results 2012 and Hurricane Relief
from Carl, N4AA
For those who were not at the meeting November 15th let me tell you about the WCARS Field
Day 2012 results. According to the December issue of QST, W4MOE finished at
#16 out of 86 entries in the 5 transmitter category. We were # 1 in North Carolina ahead of two
others. Thanks to all who participated in any way on Field Day. Your efforts were greatly
appreciated.
I am making a donation of $25.00 to my favorite charity organization. I challenge all members
of WCARS, and in fact all radio amateurs who see this, to make a donation to your favorite
charity (Red Cross, Salvation Army, a church) and dedicate it to the relief effort in the New
York City area. Most of you will have seen the news reports from that area. It’s heartbreaking
to see the damage and hear the stories of those who still do not have power, even if they have a
home to go to. Please help as best you can.

The Case for CW
by James Wade for the Michigan Net, QMN and National Radio Emergency Net from Norman,
N4NH
For nearly two decades now, a vocal group of radio amateurs have pushed for the elimination of
telegraphy exams as a prerequisite to Amateur Radio Licensing. Many of these individuals have
formed opinions about radiotelegraphy based on little or no knowledge of its history or
applications.
With the elimination of the FCC Element One telegraphy exam for all classes of Amateur
Radio License, it is hoped that individuals will now take a more dispassionate, logical look at
radiotelegraphy, without concerns regarding possible hidden agendas or other politics related to
the regulatory process.
It is the purpose of this article to provide an opportunity for new radio amateurs, and others, to
gain some insight into the advantages of radiotelegraphy. Ideally, the reader will walk away
with a few myths dispelled and perhaps some valuable insights into the motivations of those
individuals who continue to strongly support and promote radiotelegraphy despite the
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The Case for CW - continued
development of many new automated digital techniques. Most importantly, it is hoped this article will encourage new radio amateurs to learn and use “CW.”
The beginning….Morse Telegraphy
The fountainhead of all modern communications is the electromagnetic telegraph. The
telegraph was a true revolution in telecommunications. It standardized time, made safe rail
transportation possible, and revolutionized industry, war, and commerce. It transformed local
stock and commodities exchanges into worldwide engines of capitalism and economic progress.
The telegraph supported the development of other modern infrastructure, from pipeline storage
and distribution systems to modern urban fire departments.
In comparison to the telegraph, its modern successor, the Internet, is simply a refinement. It
accomplishes the same tasks more efficiently, but fundamentally, it still performs the same
tasks as the telegraph. The real revolution occurred nearly 150 years earlier. It is interesting to
note that the electromagnetic telegraph saw commercial use well into the mid 1980s, at which
time it remained in use in railroad, brokerage, and similar business applications. Sadly, modern
historians tend to overlook the history of the telegraph, resulting in the general perception that it
disappeared with the development of the telephone. Ironically, even the Bell System utilized
telegraphy to coordinate the repair and maintenance of long-distance telephone tool circuits,
radio and television programming distribution networks, and the like. Telegraph systems were
typically less expensive to utilize, easier to maintain, and telegraph carriers could be composited to operate simultaneously on voice circuits
There must be a reason this very basic technology survived well into the late 20th Century, and
it had everything to do with efficiency!
Radiotelegraphy
The development of wireless communications in the late 19th and early 20th century brought the
application of telegraphy to radio communications. For the first two decades of the 20 th
Century, voice communications was difficult to accomplish. The reasons for this are somewhat
technical, however, a brief explanation is in order. Early radio transmitters produced a damped
oscillation caused by discharging a high voltage spark across a parallel resonant circuit, which
was then coupled to an antenna system. The process was somewhat like ringing a bell. Each
high voltage discharge across the gap would excite the L-C circuit, which would then “ring” at
its resonant frequency with a decreasing amplitude (decrement) over time until again excited by
the succeeding high voltage spark discharge. The “damping” effect associated with early spark
transmitters made it impractical to modulate these early RF carriers. In an attempt to overcome
the deficiencies of early spark technology, continuous wave transmitters were developed, which
produced undamped oscillations.
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The Case for CW - continued
The earliest versions produced high-power, long wave signals utilizing alternator and arc
technology.
While this improved efficiency through better energy transfer and narrower bandwidth, such
systems were also difficult to modulate due to the high power levels employed. Only with the
development of reliable, stable vacuum tube transmitters in the late ‘teens and early twenties
did it become possible to efficiently transmit voice communications. Low-level circuits could
be modulated at manageable levels, and the modulated signal could then be amplified to
achieve the needed power output and coverage area required of the radio transmitter. This gave
birth to a wide range of technological applications such as commercial radio broadcasting, police radio dispatching, long-distance radiotelephony, and so forth.
It is interesting to note that utilizing “CW” as a description for radiotelegraphy is somewhat of a
misnomer dating from this early period. The term actually arose to differentiate a continuous
wave radiotelegraph transmitter from its predecessor spark technology. In a sense, all modern
radio and wireless devices utilize continuous wave, from 1920s radio transmitter to the latest
cellular telephone or Wireless Internet device!
Why CW?
So why did radiotelegraphy, or “CW” remain in widespread use for so many years after the
development of voice communications? Why is it still utilized today for some applications?
Why do so many radio amateurs place so much emphasis on what often seems to the uninitiated
“just another mode of communications.” The answers are many!
Efficiency:
A competent radiotelegraph operator can transfer information at a speed of perhaps 40 to 60
words per minute. The average person on the street talks at speeds ranging from 200 to 300
words minute. Yet, the radiotelegraph operator will often clear message traffic at speeds
ranging from two to four times faster than a voice operator handling identical traffic. It seems
paradoxical doesn’t it? The reasons for this are surprisingly straightforward.
First, voice methods encourage unnecessary language. The convenience of voice methods, and
their similarity to daily, casual discussion, guarantees that a radio operator will trend toward
adding unnecessary phrases, comments, and clarifications. The perception that plenty of time is
available on the radio circuit due to the immediacy and convenience of voice communications
encourages operators to “think aloud,” and engage in spontaneous, informal communications
and problem solving.
Second, even when voice methods are managed through strict discipline and training, such as
on military radio circuits, problems arise. The letter “B” sounds like “D,” which in turn sounds
like “E,” and “C” and so on.
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The Case for CW - continued
Therefore, it becomes necessary to institute phonetic alphabets and similar procedural phrases
to maintain accuracy. When such practices are bypassed in favor of speed, receiving operators
tend to make assumptions about the meaning and nature of words, which may only have been
partially perceived.
For example, a public health message in reference to “pneumonic plague” is transcribed as
“bubonic plague.” “Ethyl” becomes “Methyl” within a complex chemical name, and so on.
Radiotelegraph operators, on the other hand, trend toward eliminating unnecessary language.
The fact that the individual operator naturally “thinks” faster than he/she can send constantly
encourages the elimination of any unnecessary word, phrase of procedure. Furthermore,
phonetic alphabets are unnecessary due to the fact that every sound pattern for the various
Morse characters is absolutely unique. For example, complex chemical name containing
“Methyl” or “Ethyl” are more likely to be transcribed accurately.
It is not uncommon to hear one operator transmitting a quantity of messages to a receiving
station, only to hear a single “dit” as acknowledgement of receipt between the messages. This is
an example of the trend toward limited language inherent in CW methods. In this example, both
operators intuitively understand that the “dit” indicates acknowledgement.
Both a language and a system:
Radiotelegraphy is unique in the world of radio communications because, in the hands of an
experienced operator, it becomes a hybrid between a communications method and a natural
language. As such, it combines the best benefits of a digital radio system with the intuitive
nature of language. The skilled operator thinks in Morse, he processes the language of Morse
“in his mind” in the same way he responds to voice communications, yet, when it comes time to
transcribe information, he can do so with greater accuracy due to the “digital” nature of the
mode. The operator can seamlessly move from a basic discussion or tactical problem solving
mode to a record message traffic exchange with ease.
This is a difficult concept for the beginning radio operator or the uninitiated to understand,
particularly when his experience with Morse is limited to 5 or 10 words per minute and before
he has successfully made the transition to the point where he can process Morse in the same
manner he does the spoken word. As in the case of learning a foreign language, it takes time
and effort to develop the skills necessary to utilize Morse as a language. However, once one
does, an entire new world of communications efficiency opens to him.
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The Case for CW - continued
Technical benefits:
We have all heard the tired old explanation that a simple CW transmitter can be easily
constructed from just a few parts. This is true, but few today are willing or qualified to do so.
However, CW offers a variety of benefits, which make it ideal for basic emergency
communications.
First, a ten to twenty watt CW transceiver offers the same level of efficiency as a 50 to 100 watt
voice (SSB) transmitter. This has everything to do with bandwidth. Whereas a CW signal
occupies perhaps 200 Hertz of spectrum, voice and some data transmissions occupy up to 4000
Hertz of spectrum. So why is this important? In a disaster situation, one can operate a CW
transmitter and communicate reliably in an net situation for days utilizing little more than a
couple of lantern batteries or gel cells as a source of primary power due to the low RF power
output required for reliable communications. In order to accomplish the same level of
reliability, a voice transmitter requires a generator and fuel for extended operation. Those that
suggest this is a minimal obstacle have never tried to locate fuel in a disaster area, nor have they
tried to compete with police departments, fire departments, state and federal agencies, hospitals,
and other critical services for any fuel that remains available.
Drop a CW operator into a disaster area with a simple man-pack radio, a couple hunks of wire,
a solar panel and a few gel-cells, and one has a reliable communications system, which can
operate indefinitely. Unlike those operators employing digital modes, he will not need to worry
about powering a laptop computer, PDA, and similar peripheral devices, all of which consume
additional power. Furthermore, many computers and electronic devices are easily damaged by
environmental factors, such as rain, vibration, and so forth. A simple CW unit can be kept nice
and dry, with only a simple key exposed to the elements.
Multiplexing:
Set up a radio network with multiple stations, and one quickly discovers that occupied
bandwidth is an issue for other reasons. A CW net can efficiently dispatch multiple stations
off-frequency to simultaneously exchange message traffic with minimal impact on overall
spectrum use. Unfortunately, voice nets find that the same technique creates real problems.
Send two voice operators to simultaneously exchange messages on adjacent frequencies, and
one quickly discovers that a single net operation is now consuming a minimum 10.5 KHz! Toss
in a couple speech processors or inappropriately adjusted transceivers, and that figure expands
yet further.
The fact is, a single CW net can send several traffic exchanges off the main net frequency and
still have less impact on adjacent users than a single voice net.
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The Case for CW - continued
Q-Signals
Q-Signals, procedural signs (prosigns), and the like offer little advantage on voice, yet they do
wonders on CW. A net control operator may say WB8SIW QNY K8SIW d 3 SEOC. Both
stations respond with a simple “dit” and they are now 3 KHz lower exchanging a message for
the State Emergency Operations Center.
Q-signals, Z-signals, and similar abbreviations and prosigns convey tremendous amounts of
information with minimal time and effort. Unfortunately, they do not translate well to voice
operation for the reasons mentioned above.
Language barriers:
Not only do Q-signals and prosigns translate universally via CW, a qualified CW operator can
transmit and receive messages written in many foreign languages without knowledge of the
language itself. The International Morse Code is quite universal and facilitates message
exchange despite barriers that would be insurmountable using voice methods.
Basic level of security.
While it is true that some computer programs can detect and decode CW, they often respond
poorly to hand-keyed Morse. Additionally, Morse nets are difficult to locate unless one has
some prior understanding of net times, frequencies, and procedures. A typical media outlet is
not likely to comprehend “QNY D 3” or QMN QNA SEOC.” Rather, they will seek out the
voice nets, which are easily understood and followed with a minimum of effort. For situations
in which a degree of confidentiality is required, CW is an excellent choice.
CW offers an additional advantage. Whereas voice nets are often inundated with spontaneous,
untrained volunteers in time of emergency, CW nets often continue to operate unaffected.
While the unfortunate voice operators are contending with inexperienced individuals, poor
procedures, and unnecessary language, the CW net keeps right on moving traffic, often at peak
efficiency.
Analogs:
Many anti-CW operators point to the fact that the Department of Defense and maritime services
no longer utilize CW. This is not entirely true. US Army Special Forces personnel are still
trained in Morse, and many of the world’s militaries still utilize it, albeit to a lesser extent than
in years past. In fact, the military and maritime services have not so much abandoned CW as
they have abandoned the High Frequency infrastructure, which once required its use. Global
satellite platforms now support much of our military and maritime communications. As such
systems are immune to selective fading, geomagnetic storms, and similar propagation
anomalies, there is little need for CW.
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The Case for CW - continued
Unfortunately, Amateur Radio does not have access to a stable, geosynchronous satellite
system. Instead, Amateur Radio continues to rely on High Frequency spectrum for a much of its
statewide, regional, and international communications. Such spectrum continues to prove
problematic for high-speed digital modes and voice communications due to occasional solar
flares and the like.
CW does offer tremendous advantages under poor propagation conditions. This fact, combined
with the advantages noted above continues to render CW of value for both routine and
emergency communications functions via Amateur Radio.
Digital Modes:
Today, radio amateurs have access to numerous digital modes, some of which occupy limited
bandwidth and offer surprising reliability. However, problems arise here as well. Whereas SSB
and CW are common denominators, readily available on nearly all High Frequency
transceivers, digital modes are not. Visit a random sample of 100 digital equipped operators,
and one quickly discovers that no common system is universally available. Unlike an army signal
battalion, which has universal standards enforced to insure interoperability and uniformity, no such standards exist within Amateur Radio. One will encounter different terminal software, different TNC command structures, and a variety of different digital capabilities.
In reality, voice and CW are the only universally available common denominators within
Amateur Radio. A qualified operator can walk up to any HF transceiver, plug in a microphone
or key, and communicate instantly on a radio circuit, regardless of the age or type of HF radio
transceiver.
It is interesting to note that many digital modes are also cumbersome in a net configuration.
Whereas break-in CW offers instant access to a radio net for high-priority traffic, this feature is
difficult to implement on a digital radio net. As stated earlier, the fact that CW combines both
language skills and many features of digital communications allows a single net control station
to quickly check individuals in and out of nets, provide rapid instructions, and yet clear traffic
accurately. This is one reason why many emergency drills have revealed that CW nets are
consistently more efficient than PSK-31, MFSK-63, and similar modes.
Is Amateur Radio needed?
Some will argue that modern cellular telephone, Internet, and satellite infrastructures are
sufficiently developed to the point where High Frequency communications is no longer needed.
The argument is somewhat inferential; if Amateur Radio HF resources aren’t needed, then by
extension CW is not needed. As such, any imperative to learn or develop CW proficiency is
moot.
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The Case for CW - continued
The devastation of Hurricane Katrina revealed the fragility of our nation’s common carrier
infrastructure. Ultimately, satellite telephones provided significant service for many
government agencies. However, satellite telephones have some significant disadvantages, not
the least of which is cost.
The average call via satellite telephone can range from 1 to 3 dollars per minute, a steep price
for many non-profit relief organizations. Satellite telephones are also problematic when utilized
inside buildings. Most modern telecommunications networks are extremely reliant on the
electrical power grid. The distributed nature of networks means many nodes, control points, and
RF access points are backed-up only by battery power. This is sufficient for 99 percent of
power outages, which may last only hours or days. However, it is extremely insufficient for
long-term outages. The fact is, any major disruption to the US electrical power grid due to
natural disaster, technological disaster, or coordinated terrorist attack is likely to disrupt
extensive segments of most modern networks. Yet, a HF equipped CW operator will be able to
efficiently transfer basic text information indefinitely through the use of renewable energy and
similar techniques.
Sadly, both the general public and the US government have been lulled into a level of
complacency. Our infrastructure is the best in the world and it is so ubiquitous and reliable,
most individuals are incapable of imagining a situation, which may render large portions of it
inoperative. Yet, such hazards do exist and do occur from time-to-time.
Non-profit and decentralized:
There remains a place in society for a non-profit, decentralized radio service that is neither
dependent on extensive infrastructure nor controlled by any particular government or business
organization. Amateur Radio offers independence, survivability, and remains an unprecedented
disaster communications resource. CW in general, and CW nets in particular offer great reliability and tremendous efficiency for both casual use and emergency communications. The wise
radio amateur will want to invest the time and effort necessary to become fluent in the language
of radiotelegraphy. It is not only fun, but incredibly useful as well.
Author: James Wades
-30COPYRIGHT 2006: James Wades for the Michigan Net, QMN and National Radio Emergency
Net. This article may be reproduced and distributed provided credit is given to the author and
the Michigan Net, QMN and National Radio Emergency Net.
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2012 JOTA Results
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee and Virgina
Council

State

Call Sign

Actual #
attending

Total # of
Contacts

Middle Tennessee

TN

AK4FA

3

26-50

Stonewall Jackson

VA

KZ1A

2

26-50

Blue Ridge

SC

K4B

100

1-25

East Carolina

NC

K4T

44

101-200

National Capital Area

VA

W3BSA

150

51-100

Daniel Boone

NC

W4MOE

75

1-25

Heart of Virginia

VA

KJ4WLH

1200

51-100

Northeast Georgia

GA

KK4BSA

96

26-50

Tidewater

VA

KI4KWR

12

1-25

Middle Tennessee

TN

W4VTH

4

1-25

Mecklenburg County

NC

N4IB

25

1-25

Central North Carolina

NC

K4Z

825

26-50

National Capital Area

VA

KB1TFF

24

26-50

Piedmont (420)

NC

K4G

46

1-25

Occoneechee

NC

K9JWS

12

Unknown

Atlanta Area

GA

W4C

164

51-100

Occoneechee

NC

KE4NIP

22

26-50

Tuscarora

NC

KT4BSA

700

51-100

Cherokee Area (556)

GA

AI4ZV

4

1-25

National Capital Area

VA

W4B

6

51-100

Heart of Virginia

VA

W4XA

60

60

Coastal Carolina

SC

WN4BSA

180

56

For a complete list of JOTA reports you can visit:
http://www.scouting.org/jota/event_report_form.aspx

Shut-in Ridge Race 2012

Jeff - KJ4TEI working at the Shut-in Ridge Race
The Shut-in Ridge Race went well despite the challenges presented by the Parkway closures.
Although it was a long drive for some stations BC-ARES / WCARS was able to provide
communications to all but two check points near the end.
There were no serious injuries and only a few drop outs this year making the race a success.

WCARS / VEC Exam Schedule

From the Editor

Asheville - AB-TECH, Rm 134, Elm Bldg
Some of my radio projects are getting closer to
completion. The main project which has been
creating a rugged mobile radio box with RF /
EMP protection is in the final stages of
completion. For those interested in seeing this
project you can see its’ progress at:
kk4brd.blogspot.com

9:00 AM on the THIRD SATURDAY of:
January, April, July and October
VE Team Leader: Bob Helton - KS4FX
Phone: 828-684-0249
2:00 PM on the THIRD SUNDAY of:
February, May, August and November

I should have a dedicated packet system running
here in Black Mountain hopefully by early next
week if all goes well.

VE Team Leader: Steve Lankford - AG4BY
Phone: 828-768-2141

Last couple of weeks I’ve been helping Carl
setup and test the 145.710 packet setup, as Carl
has stated BC-ARES & WCARS now has a
dedicated Packet and CMS node. And soon there
will be a new setup on Spivey allowing anyone
in the county that can hit the repeater to connect
to another station or to Henderson County. This
will allow Buncombe County to act as an
alternate route for Packet and Winlink traffic.

Burnsville - Yancey County Library
Contact:
VE Team Leader: David McCarty - W4TDM
Phone: 828-657-1044

Marion
Contact:
VE Team Leader: Harriet Fullbright - K4ICU
Phone: 828-291-7521

Just a reminder to WCARS members that the
WCARS information net is held every Monday
at 9 PM all are welcomed to call into the net or to
try out being net control.

Rutherfordton - Isothermal College
Contact:
VE Team Leader: Bruce Tessineer - AD4OJ
Phone: 828-657-5464

And on Wednesday nights at 9 PM BCARES net
is held, members are encouraged to call in and
participate. If you are monitoring and the net is
not called after a couple of minutes have passed
with no one starting the net; you are encouraged
to call the net and make a log of call ins. This is
good practice in case there is a real emergency
where the usual operators are not able to call the
net.

Waynesville
Contact:
VE Team Leader: Al Sanders - WD4A
Phone: 828-926-8244

Weaverville - Reems Creek FD
9:00 AM on the First Saturday of:
April, July, October and December

If you have something you would like to send to
Smoketest please send it to kk4brd@gmail.com.

VE Team Leader: Harley Bullman - AJ4PI
Phone: 828-645-0889
For other locations contact:
Norman Harrill
N4NH@arrl.net / 828-253-1192
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2012 ARRL Field Day Results
Class 5A - Under 150 W (Power Output of 2)
Rank

Club Name

Club Call

# of QSOs

Power
Output

Participant #

Total
Score

State

1

Loudoun AR Group

K4LRG +
KE4OKY

4453

2

35

15,916

VA

2

Port City ARC

K1T +
W1WQM

4467

2

25

14,078

NH

3

Palomar ARC

W6NWG +
WD6FWE

3288

2

71

12,082

SDG

4

Boars RC

NG5A +
AD5NR

2753

2

23

10,832

NTX

5

Lake City ARA

N8BC

2866

2

25

9,822

OH

6

Columbus ARC & Russell Co.
RC

W4CVY +
W4CHS

2208

2

66

9,648

GA

7

Brazos Valley ARC

KK5W +
NT5SM

1982

2

60

8,342

STX

8

Cuyahoga ARS

W8BM

2257

2

28

7,960

OH

9

Orange City ARC

W6ZE +
W6BAC

2264

2

26

7,684

ORG

10

Hazel Park ARC

W8HP +
W8JXU

1982

2

29

7,028

MI

11

Smokey Mountain ARC

W4OLB

1527

2

24

6,452

TN

12

Saint Petersburg ARC

W4TA +
W4GAC

1458

2

69

6,040

WCF

13

Franklin City ARC

W4FCR +
KE4JFV

1135

2

14

5,696

VA

14

York Region ARC

VE3YRA +
VE3YRK

1273

2

78

5,232

ON

15

Greater Beloit Area RC

W9PN

1251

2

15

5,150

WI

16

Western Carolina ARS

W4MOE +
N4ANE

975

2

20

4,940

NC

33

Wayne City ARA

W4HS

840

2

15

3,676

NC

41

Iredell Cty ARS

W4SNC

794

2

18

3,268

NC

In 2011, WCARS placed number 20 out of 83 entries, this year WCARS placed number 16 out of 86 entries.
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Regional Hamfests
21st Annual Winter Hamfest
When: January 5, 2013
Where: Smokey Mountain Expo Center
25E near exit 8 on I-81
1615 Pavilion Drive
White Pine, TN

Online Resources
On November 14th TWIT Networks Ham Nation show made mention of several resources
pertaining to technology of the 1950’s, that would be of interest to those who still work with
those technologies. To visit the site go to: twit.tv/hn
GE’s GE HAM NEWS and RCA’s RCA HAM TIPS publications can also be found via a
Google search:
“GE Ham News” or “RCA Ham Tips” as the Google search text.

The ARRL Letter
Materials in the ARRL Letter are taken from The ARRL Letter online,
full credit is given to The ARRL Letter and the American Radio Relay
League, as per republication guidelines require.
http://www.arrl.org/arrlletter

Public Service: Do Not Self-Deploy to Areas Affected by Hurricane Sandy
Amateur Radio operators who want to assist those Sections affected by Hurricane Sandy should
not self-deploy to those areas. "There are many ARRL Sections involved in the impact area, and
each has different requirements on how they locate, credential and deploy volunteers," explained
ARRL Emergency Preparedness Manager Mike Corey, KI1U. "If a need for manpower is
identified that cannot be met locally or in the Section, Section leadership may contact other
Sections for assistance. If the need is still not met, Section leadership may then contact ARRL
HQ for assistance."
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Solar Weather
NOAA Solar Forecasts

Sunspot Number: 122

Updated at: 2012 Nov 20

Spotless Days

Flare

0-24 hr

24-48 hr

Class M

30%

30%

Class X

05%

05%

Current Stretch: 0 days
2012 total: 0 days (0%)
2011 total: 2 days (<1%)
2010 total: 51 days (14%)
2009 total: 260 days (71%)
Since 2004: 821 days
Typical Solar Min: 486 days
Updated 20 Nov 2012

Geomagnetic Storms
Mid-latitudes

0-24 hr

24-48 hr

Active

05%

05%

Minor

01%

01%

Severe

01%

01%

Interplanetary Magnetic Field
Btotal: 7.1 nT

BZ: 6.8 nT south

The Radio Sun
High-latitudes

0-24 hr

24-48 hr

Active

15%

15%

Minor

10%

10%

Severe

05%

05%

10.7 cm flux: 134 sfu

HF Conditions

Day

Night

80 m - 40 m

Fair

Good

30 m - 20 m

Good

Good

17 m - 15 m

Good

Good

12 m - 10 m

Fair

Poor

VHF Conditions

Day

Night

Aurora

Band Closed

6 m EsEU

Band Closed

4 m EsEU

Band Closed

2 m EsEU

Band Closed

2 m EsNA

Band Closed

EME Deg

Good
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SMOKETEST
Official publication of the

Western Carolina Amateur Radio Society, Inc.
PO Box 1488, Asheville, NC 28802
www.wcars.org
W4MOE
Repeater: 146.91 (PL-91.5)
Spivey Mountain, Asheville, NC
2012 OFFICERS
President

Scott McCabe

W4IYS

252-0583 esmccabe@charter.net

Vice President

Russ Oder

N4KOX

628-0781 oderr@bellsouth.net

Secretary, Awards
Chairman & Public
Information

Bob Dockery

WD4CNZ

254-0513 wd4cnz@charter.net

Treasurer

Steve Emory

N4SET

658-0261 n4set@arrl.net

Executive Committee

Randy Harris

KI4VLW

298-6685 rtsp71@aol.com

Executive Committee

Dean Blair

Executive Committee

Linda Harris

Trustee - W4MOE

Norman Harrill

Quartermaster &
Webmaster

Lee Johnson

Hamfest Chairman - 2013 Jeff Weller
Smoke Test Editor

Paul Tilley

K2JB
KJ4CRL
N4NH
KB4QDQ
KJ4TEI
KK4BRD
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423-3082 k2jb@bellsouth.net
298-6685 rtsp71@aol.com
253-1192 nharrill@bellsouth.net
242-1630 leejohnsonster@gmail.com
683-5271 weller_j@bellsouth.net
712-0477 kk4brd@gmail.com

HF/VHF/UHF Net

Information

Freq offset / PL

Day

6600

145.190 -

Saturday

9-PM

Many check-ins-Wide area coverage

Blue Ridge Traffic

146.610 -

Nightly

9-PM

ARES/Skywarn in bad weather

BRARC

146.640 - 91.5

Sunday

9-PM

Buncombe Cty Emerg. Mgt.

146.910 - 91.5 Wednesday

NET NAME

Local time Notes

9-PM

Directed net, ARES/RACES
CW Traffic

Carolinas Net - Early

3.573

Daily

7-PM

Carolinas Net - Late

3.573

Daily

10-PM CW - 15-18 WPM Traffic

Carolinas Net - Slow

3.571

Daily

8-PM

Daily

9-PM

146.760 -

M-W-F

9-AM

Informal, Everyone welcome

147.390 + 94.8

Monday

8-PM

Informal, Everyone welcome

7.228

Daily

7-AM

Ragchew

224.660 100

Tuesday

9-PM

Madison County Emergency Comm

224.540

Monday

8-PM

Informal, Everyone welcome

Mount Mitchell Ragchew

442.225 + 107.2

Monday

9-PM

Directed, Everyone welcome

Mount Mitchell Sunrise Net

442.225 + 107.2 Thursday

9-AM

Informal - Everyone welcome

9-PM

Informal, Everyone welcome

Franklin, NC - Winesprings Bald 147.240 + / 151.4
Good Morning
Haywood County Roundtable
K4UUQ Morning
Madison Cty-AmRadComTeam
Mount Mitchell 220

Slow CW - 8 to 10 WPM Traffic

Mount Pisgah 220

224.260

Sunday

NC Evening Traffic

3.923

Daily

6:30-PM SSB

NC Morning Traffic

3.927

Daily

7:45-AM SSB

145.190 +

Sunday

9-PM

SATERN

14.265

Daily

3-PM

Tarheel Emergency Net

3.923

Daily

147.180 + 136.5

Friday

9-PM

Info, News and Swap

146.910 - 91.5

Monday

9-PM

Informal, Everyone welcome

Oasis Shrine Radio Corp.

Volunteer
WCARS Information
???

7:30-PM Directed, NC Emerg. Mgt - Traffic

224.600

WB4PLA on Spivey Mtn. ???

W4YK

53.630 - 100

Friday

9-PM

Traders Net

147.05 - 91.5

Tuesday

9-PM

Skywarn

145.27 - 91.5

As Needed

SC Hearts / NC Hears / SW VA
Net

444.250 - 91.5

Daily

8-PM

NC Hears

444.250 - 91.5

Daily

9:30 PM

K4MFD Greenville - 440

Salvation Army Team-Emergency

???

444.200 + 173.8

Located on Bald Mtn. N. of Asheville

K4MFD Greenville - 6 Meter

53.400

Located on Bald Mtn. N. of Asheville
Linked to N2GE 224.660 & KI4DNY
224.600 fulltime

Blue Ridge Weather Watch

145.190 -

T-T
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9-PM

Directed net, Skywarn, everyone
welcomed

Regional Repeater List
Frequency / offset / PL

Location

Notes

145.190 -

Mt. Mitchell

146.520 Simplex

National Calling Frequency

146.910 - 91.5

WCARS

146.640 - 91.5

Hendersonville

146.610 -

Greenville, SC

147.105 + 91.5

Hendersonville

145.270 - 91.5

Hendersonville

145.370 - 91.5

Greenville, SC

147.390 + 94.8

Waynesville

147.315 + 123

Spartanburg

147.060 + 123

Greenville, TN

145.410 - 127.3

Greenville, TN

145.390 - 186.2

Greenville, TN

146.760 -

Mt. Pisgah

146.880 -

Shelby

147.135 +

Brevard

147.285 +

Tryon

145.330 -

Tryon

146.790 -

Anderson, SC

146.240 +

Franklin

442.225 + 107.2

Mt. Mitchell

442.450 +

Hendersonville

442.850 +

Brevard

444.875 + 131.8

Waynesville

224.520 - 91.5

Mt. Spivey

224.600 - 94.8

Asheville

224.240 -

Hendersonville

224.960 -

Hendersonville

224.540 -

Mt. Mitchell

224.260 -

Mt. Pisgah

224.200 -

Shelby

224.460 -

Shelby

224.360 -

Marshall

224.660 - 100

Madison County

53.630 - 100

Mt. Mitchell

53.130 - 100

Hendersonville

53.410 - 131.8

Greenville, SC

IRLP

Connected to 151.4 Pickens, SC
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IRLP

WCARS 2012 Christmas Party
December 8th - 6 PM
Hominy Masonic Lodge is located at 50 Old Pisgah Highway in Candler.
Take 19-23 to Candler.
Turn left at the light in Candler at Boones Corner (NC 151).
Go 75 yard and turn left just before the bridge.
Come to the bottom of the hill.
Cross the railroad tracks and you are looking directly at the lodge.
“A” marks the spot!
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